Abstract-Perfect difference networks (PDNs) that are based on the mathematical notion of perfect difference sets have been shown to comprise an asymptotically optimal method for connecting a number of nodes into a network with diameter 2. Justifications for, and mathematical underpinning of, PDNs appear in a companion paper. In this paper, we compare PDNs and some of their derivatives to interconnection networks with similar cost/performance, including certain generalized hypercubes and their hierarchical variants. Additionally, we discuss point-to-point and collective communication algorithms and derive a general emulation result that relates the performance of PDNs to that of complete networks as ideal benchmarks. We show that PDNs are quite robust, both with regard to node and link failures that can be tolerated and in terms of blandness (not having weak spots). In particular, we prove that the fault diameter of PDNs is no greater than 4. Finally, we study the complexity and scalability aspects of these networks, concluding that PDNs and their derivatives allow the construction of very low diameter networks close to any arbitrary desired size and that, in many respects, PDNs offer optimal performance and fault tolerance relative to their complexity or implementation cost.
D
ESIGNING interconnection architectures is an important and difficult task in the implementation of highperformance parallel and distributed systems [17] . The choice of the interconnection network may affect several characteristics of the final system, including implementation cost (node complexity, VLSI area, wiring density), performance, ease of programming, reliability, and scalability. Over the years, many different interconnection networks have been used in commercially available concurrent systems and numerous research prototypes [13] , [15] ; many more alternatives have been proposed and evaluated in theoretical studies or paper designs.
Mathematical models for interconnection networks have played important roles in understanding, synthesizing, and comparing a multitude of network architectures. Prime examples are found in ring networks [4] , [5] and Cayley graphs [1] , [12] , which span a wide variety of networks and have been studied extensively by mathematicians, computer scientists, and computer design engineers. A demonstration showing that a number of symmetric, scalable, and economically viable interconnection networks are Cayley graphs [18] , or belong to a class of derivative networks known as Cayley coset graphs [27] , has led to renewed interest in these mathematical bases for producing symmetric and robust networks.
Other examples are offered by perfect difference networks (PDNs), and their derivatives such as multidimensional PDNs, which are based on the mathematical notion of perfect difference sets [25] . In a companion paper [19] , we have demonstrated that PDNs constitute worthy additions to the repertoire of computer system designers in offering additional design points that can be exploited by new and emerging technologies. In particular, the rich connectivity and small diameters of PDNs and related networks make them good candidates for wireless/optical network technologies [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . In this paper, we aim to complete the picture by considering complexity and scalability issues (Section 2), routing and performance (Section 3), collective communication (Section 4), robustness properties (Section 5), and comparison with other networks (Section 6).
Intermediate architectures between K n (the n-node complete graph, which is a benchmark for high performance) and L n or R n (the n-node linear array or ring, which offers the ultimate in low cost and scalability) can be obtained in a variety of ways [6] , [30] . The resulting networks provide trade-offs in cost (affected by parameters such as node degree d) and performance (affected by network diameter D and bisection bandwidth B, among other factors). Fig. 1 is an abstract view of the design space for interconnection networks (including perfect difference networks, introduced in a companion paper [19] and reviewed briefly later in this section) in terms of diameter varying from the minimum 1 to the maximum n À 1. Cayley graphs exist in almost the entire span of Fig. 1 , with examples ranging from ring and torus, through hypercube, star, and pancake networks, to the complete network. Even though networks near the left end of the spectrum in Fig. 1 are of little interest for wired connectivity due to cost and realizability factors, they can become practical and, thus, interesting, with wireless/optical links. Furthermore, richly connected networks of small to moderate size can form the clusters in multilevel networks and are thus of some interest even the wired case.
Given that the complete graph K n (with diameter D ¼ 1) is impractical for large n, it is quite natural to consider the best topology for D ¼ 2, the next most desirable network diameter. It is easily shown that a degree-d undirected graph with D ¼ 2 can have no more than n ¼ d 2 þ 1 nodes (Moore bound). Perfect difference sets (PDSs) provide the mathematical tools for achieving this optimum number of nodes, in an asymptotic manner, within the framework of perfect difference networks or PDNs. For an exposition of PDSs, their origins, and key properties, see our companion paper [19] . Definition 1. Perfect difference set (PDS)-A set fs 0 ; s 1 ; . . . ; s g of þ 1 integers having the property that their 2 þ differences s i À s j ; 0 i 6 ¼ j , are congruent, modulo 2 þ þ 1, to the integers 1; 2; . . . ; 2 þ in some order is a perfect difference set of order . Any PDS can be converted to a normal form in which s 0 ¼ 0, s 1 ¼ 1, and 1 <s 2 < s 3 < . . . < s . Henceforth, we deal only with normal-form PDSs of the form f0; 1; s 2 ; . . . ; s g. Definition 2. Perfect difference network (PDN) based on the PDS f0; 1; s 2 ; . . . ; s g-There are n ¼ 2 þ þ 1 nodes, numbered 0 to n À 1. Node i is connected to nodes i AE 1 and i AE s j ðmod nÞ, for 2 j . Because all index expressions in this paper are evaluated modulo n, we will delete the qualifier "mod n" throughout. The (basic) PDN just defined is an undirected chordal ring of degree d ¼ 2 and diameter D ¼ 2 (Fig. 2a) . If we use two node types, with host (switch) node i connected by directed links to switch (host) node iðiÞ; i þ 1ði À 1Þ, and i þ s j ði À s j Þ, a bipartite PDN with n host nodes and n switch nodes of in-degree and out-degree þ 1 results (Fig. 2b) .
COMPLEXITY AND SCALABILITY
In this section, we discuss some properties of PDNs that have a bearing on their realizability, implementation cost, and applicability to solving problems requiring varying levels of performance. Comparative evaluation relative to other networks is provided in Section 6.
The perfect difference network, with its Oðn 1=2 Þ node degree in both the basic and bipartite forms, falls between the hypercube and complete graph in the design space of Fig. 1 , offering performance close to the latter, at a much lower cost. If further cost reduction is desired, networks of smaller node degrees can be built based on the PDN concept. These networks fall in the space between hypercube and PDN in Fig. 1 , offering somewhat lower performance than the latter at reduced cost, thus allowing cost-performance trade-offs in numerous configurations. For example, a 2D PDN (cross product of two PDNs) can reduce the node degree to Oðn 1=4 Þ at the expense of increasing the diameter to 4. There will be more on this later in this section.
Let us first discuss the issue of scalability [7] , a term that has been used in the parallel computing literature to mean at least three different things: 1) Possibility of building systems of any desired size using the same connectivity rules, 2) ease of expanding the system into the next larger configuration when computational requirements increase, and 3) constant, or very slowly rising, per-node cost as the network grows in size. PDNs are clearly not scalable in the third sense of the term. It is also fairly easily established that PDNs are not scalable in the second sense either. This is because the elements of a perfect difference set change for larger sizes. For example, f0; 1; 3; 9g is a PDS of order 3, but there is no PDS of order 4 that includes all four of its elements. So, whereas two smaller hypercubes can be combined into the next larger size by adding links to them (provided, of course, that the requisite channels are in place), no equivalent construction exists for going to the next larger PDN. We will see later that some composite networks based on PDNs do provide this type of scalability. No regular network, other than the complete graph and certain chordal rings with fixed chord lengths, provides full scalability in the first sense of the term, that is, the ability to build a network of any desired size. Thus, in a practical sense, we say that a network is scalable if for any target size n target , we can build a network with close to n target nodes; the closer, the better. This type of scalability can be quantified by the percentage difference between the realizable size and the target size: jn realizable À n target j=n target , with smaller values being more desirable. If the target number of nodes is viewed as a minimum requirement, then scalability must be derived based on the next larger network size, rather than based on the closest network size. Results of scalability analysis for PDNs of up to about 1K nodes are shown in Table 1 . In the "Closest" column under "PDN scalability," the worst-case relative difference to a closest network size is shown. For example, the first entry is ð10À7Þ=10 ¼ ð13 À 10Þ=10 ¼ 0:300, which occurs for n target ¼ 10. In the "Next size" column, the worst case occurs when the target network size is greater than an available size by 1; so, the first entry here is ð13 À 8Þ=8 ¼ 0:625. The corresponding values for hypercubes of comparable sizes are also shown in the rightmost two columns of Table 1 , where the "Closest" value of 0.333 corresponds to network sizes of the form 2 a þ 2 aÀ1 and the "Next size" value, associated with n target ¼ 2 a þ 1, tends to 1. We see from Table 1 that scalability parameters of PDNs generally improve as the networks grow in size. This is no accident, as the trend can be established by noting that the ith prime number p i is asymptotically equal to i ln i, leading to the conclusion that ðp Table 1 is in fact sustained; in practice, very large PDNs for which asymptotic analysis is applicable are not useful. Another way to assess the scalability is to note the trend of increasing separation between consecutive hypercubes in Table 1 . Again, this trend can be justified by noting that asymptotically there are p=ðlog e pÞ prime numbers in the range ½1; p. So, even ignoring powers of primes, that can be used as values for , there are some p=ðlog e pÞ PDNs of sizes up to p 2 þ p þ 1, whereas there are approximately 2 log 2 p hypercubes in the same range. Scalability of networks can be improved (in all three senses of the term) by considering hierarchical or composite networks that use PDNs as building blocks. We are thus motivated to define multidimensional PDNs based on the notion of cross product networks [2] . Other derivative results on routing and fault tolerance for multidimensional PDN based on the properties of product networks will be presented later in this paper.
When multidimensional PDNs are included in our assessment of scalability, the situation becomes much better. For example, just including power networks with identical components, adds the sizes 49, 169, 343, 441, and 961 to those listed in Table 1 . Considering all product networks, including those with one or more components corresponding to the degenerate 3-node PDN based on the PDS f0; 1g, adds some 34 new sizes to those in Table 1 , bringing the total number to 53 (51 of them below 1,000). The vast majority of these additions to available network sizes correspond to 2D PDNs, thus demonstrating the possibility of building very-low-diameter networks close to any arbitrary desired size.
Although VLSI layout of PDNs is not of much practical interest, we discuss it very briefly for completeness. The starting point for many VLSI layout studies is a collinear layout in which the n network nodes are placed along a straight line and tracks adjacent to the nodes are used to route the connections. Not surprisingly, the collinear layout of PDN requires an area that is intermediate between the Oðn 2 log nÞ area of hypercube's collinear layout and the Oðn 4 Þ area of the complete graph. This is because minðs i ; n À s i Þ parallel tracks are needed to accommodate all s i links, leading to at most
5 Þ tracks and a total area of Oðn 3 Þ when the Oðn 0:5 Þ width of each node is taken into account. The area requirements for multidimensional PDNs follow from VLSI layout relationships for product networks [3] .
ROUTING AND PERFORMANCE
In this section, we discuss the problem of routing in PDNs. As interconnection networks differ in the way they accommodate message traffic, routing performance is a primary indicator of the overall benefits of a particular topology. In this section, we consider routing of a single point-to-point message and the capacity of PDNs to handle a random collection of such messages; routing for collective communication patterns typically encountered in parallel and distributed processing applications will be discussed in Section 4.
Algorithm 1: Oblivious shortest-path routing in a PDNOblivious routing from source node x to destination node y in H is tantamount to determining a unique intermediate node k such that k À x ¼ s i and k À y ¼ s j , for some pair of elements s i and s j in the PDS on which H is based. The problem thus reduces to the determination of s i , that is, the first link to be traversed in the forward direction (from x to k ¼ x þ s i , with s i possibly being 0) en route to node y, since the values of both k and s j then follow. Fig. 3 depicts the routing paths from node x to all other nodes in the PDN. The value of s i can be obtained based on table lookup or by means of online calculation of the differences between pairs of s i . The online calculation of differences has a complexity of at most OðnÞ steps, given that trying all ð þ 1Þ possible pairs of values for s i and s j is always applicable. Even though the complexity is not high, it is difficult to imagine routine use of such calculations for each message. It is more likely that such calculations are invoked when the primary path to the desired destination cannot be used. We will discuss adaptive and fault-tolerant routing shortly. As for the use of tables, every node needs a table of n À 1 entries, with each entry specifying one of the þ 1 forward links (including the one corresponding to s 0 ¼ 0, or no forward movement). A link specification requires dlog 2 ð þ 1Þe bits, resulting in a total table size of ð þ 1Þdlog 2 ð þ 1Þe ffi ðn log 2 nÞ=2 bits. A table of this size is quite feasible for PDN configurations of practical interest.
To assess the distribution of messages on links for random internode message traffic due to Algorithm 1, we note that each link is used in the forward direction for sending messages to different nodes. This is because each forward link leads directly to one node and indirectly, via the use of a backward link in the second step, to À 1 other nodes (Fig. 3 ). An identical argument establishes that each backward link is also used for messages coming from different nodes. Thus, traffic tends to be balanced under random communication patterns, given that the nðn À 1Þ possible internode messages, traveling an average of 2 2 =ðn À 1Þ hops [19] , for a total of 2n 2 hops, when divided equally on n links, leads to 2 messages per link ( in each direction). The exact bisection width of PDN is unknown, but the fairly tight lower bound dð þ 1Þðn þ 1Þ=4e for B [19] indicates that performance will be good. Note that the Âðn 1:5 Þ bisection width of PDN is intermediate between those of the hypercube (linear) and complete network (quadratic). The same relationship will hold between the routing performance of these networks.
Because nodes x and x þ s i À s j ðs i ; s j 6 ¼ 0Þ in a PDN are connected by two shortest paths via nodes x þ s i and x À s j , the oblivious routing scheme of Algorithm 1 is needlessly restrictive.
Algorithm 2: Adaptive shortest-path routing in a PDN-This algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1, except that to send a message from node x to node y when the two nodes are not directly connected, either the forward link s i or the backward link s j is traversed first. One of the two node and edge-disjoint shortest paths can be chosen according to the availability of links (avoiding congested or faulty links/nodes) or by a traffic balancing scheme.
Having established the ease of optimal (oblivious or adaptive) routing and good communication performance for PDNs, it remains to be seen how parallel and distributed algorithms can be implemented to run efficiently on PDNs.
Rather than develop such algorithms from scratch, we show how a PDN can emulate a complete network of the same size with a strictly optimal slowdown factor. This result demonstrates the emulative power of PDN and allows the porting of any parallel algorithm in view of the fact that a complete network can emulate any other network. Theorem 1. A PDN of order can emulate a complete network of the same size with a slowdown factor of . This emulation is strictly optimal.
Proof. We first present an emulation with a slowdown factor 2 that is easier to understand and can later be converted to the optimal emulation sought here. While analyzing random traffic distribution with the shortest-path routing of Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 3 ), we concluded that in sending messages from every node to every other node, every link in the PDN network will be used exactly times in each direction. If we use these routing paths, the emulation of any communication step in the associated complete graph will be slowed down by a factor no greater than due to congestion in the links and by a factor of at most 2 due to maximum dilation of 2. Note that the congestion-based slowdown factor of holds for both half-duplex and fullduplex communication, provided the same assumption is made in both networks (the emulated complete graph and the emulating PDN). Given that the bisection widths of the complete graph and PDN are Âðn 2 Þ and Âðn 1:5 Þ, respectively, this emulation is asymptotically optimal. We next derive a strictly optimal emulation. Because our emulation is based on Algorithm 1, each two-hop message takes a forward link followed by a backward link. These two steps can be pipelined according to the scheme depicted in Fig. 4 . Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, the first À 1 cycles are used by each node x to send its ð À 1Þ two-hop messages forward, with the last À 1 cycles used to route the backward hop phase. The single-hop messages of node x are scheduled as shown in Fig. 4 to complete the entire process in cycles. Ensuring that conflicts will not delay the backward hop phase requires that in each step, an intermediate node z receives messages from its backward neighbors that are headed to distinct nodes. This is easily accomplished by requiring a node x to send its forward messages to node z ¼ x þ s i in cyclic order of the backward links to be used in the second phase: s iþ1 ; s iþ2 ; . . . ; s ; 1; s 2 ; . . . ; s iÀ1 . Strict optimality of the -step emulation follows from noting that there are nðn À 1Þ messages to be sent over a network of average internode distance 2=ð þ 1Þ [19] . This requires that messages be sent over a total of 2nðn À 1Þ=ð þ 1Þ ¼ 2n 2 hops. The total number n of links can accommodate 2n hops per time unit with full-duplex links; hence, a mandatory slowdown factor of . t u
The results presented in this section can be generalized to the case of multidimensional PDNs by means of the known properties of product networks [3] . For example, given a PDN H, optimal routing in H 2 can be accomplished via generalized "row/column" routing where a message is first routed in the "row" PDN and then in the "column" PDN, or vice versa. Any sorting algorithm for a square mesh that uses row and column sorts as its basic components can be adapted to H 2 by emulating a lineararray sorting algorithm on the row and column PDNs. Hence, our discussions of routing algorithms here and in Section 4 lead directly to a number of corresponding algorithms for H 2 and other multidimensional PDNs with no additional effort.
We conclude this section with an observation about wormhole routing. Given the diameter of 2, wormhole routing is not attractive for PDNs. However, if wormhole routing is used, it is guaranteed to be deadlock-free given that at least one of several worms that conflict with each other at an intermediate node will be able to make progress toward its destination that is only one hop away. Wormhole routing is more attractive for multidimensional PDNs, but even there deadlock is impossible, as shown in the following theorem:
Theorem 2. In a multidimensional PDN, a wormhole routing algorithm that uses shortest-path routing in each component and follows the generalized dimension-order routing scheme is guaranteed to be deadlock-free.
Proof. We show that circular waiting is impossible. With dimension-order routing, a worm moves in a component PDN for one or two hops, before "turning" and starting to move in another component. Because distinct links are used in different components, and given that circular waiting is impossible in each component, there is no circular waiting overall. t u
COLLECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Efficiency of realizing certain key collective communication patterns plays an important role in the usefulness of any interconnection network. The most important among these are one-to-all broadcasting (a source node sending a message to every other node), all-to-all broadcasting, complete exchange (every node sending a unique message to each of the other nodes), and a number of permutation routing patterns whereby each of the n nodes sends a message to a distinct node (so that n messages initially at their respective source nodes are permuted, each ending up at its destination node).
Algorithm 3: Broadcasting in a PDN-Broadcasting in H is a 2-phase process, given that the network diameter is 2:
a. The initiating node x sends the broadcast message to node x þ s i for each nonzero member s i of the PDS on which H is based. At the end of this phase, which involves message transmissions, þ 1 nodes are aware of the broadcast message. b. Each node y that already has the broadcast message (including the initiator) sends the message to nodes y À s j , except for the node from which the broadcast message was received. In this phase, x sends messages, while each of the intermediate sources sends À 1 messages, for a total of 2 messages.
Broadcasting is thus completed in the minimum possible number 2 þ of message transmissions. With the singleport communication model, where a node can send but one message in each time step, the total broadcast time is 2 steps. All-port communication, on the other hand, leads to 2 time steps for broadcasting; this model is less realistic for networks with large node degrees and will not be considered further in this paper.
Algorithm 4:
All-to-all broadcasting in a PDN-All-to-all broadcasting involves each node sending a message to all other nodes in the network; hence, n distinct messages must be sent, with each one going to n À 1 destinations. Each node can follow Algorithm 3, with single-port communication, independently:
a. The broadcast message of a node x is sent to all its neighbors x þ s i in steps. These messages do not conflict with each other because the neighbors u þ s i and v þ s i for distinct nodes u and v are always distinct. At the end of this phase, each node has already received of the expected 2 þ broadcast messages. b. Each node y now sends its own message to all nodes y À s j , and each of its received messages to the same nodes, except the one from which the message originated. These steps require þ ð À 1Þ ¼ 2 message transmissions; again, there is never a conflict. All-to-all broadcasting is thus completed in 2 þ ¼ n À 1 message transmission steps, which is the minimum possible. 
a message to node x þ s i , requesting that it be forwarded to node x þ s i À s j . This process requires 2ð À 1Þ message transmissions and again involves no conflict. The algorithm requires 2 2 message transmissions in all, which is optimal in view of each node sending n À 1 messages and each message traveling the average internode distance of 2 2 =ðn À 1Þ hops [19] . The preceding algorithm and analysis assume that a node can send or receive a message in each time step, but not both at the same time. If simultaneous transmission and reception of messages is possible within a node, then the 2ð À 1Þ steps of phase b above can be reduced to ð À 1Þ þ 1 through pipelining, leading to a complete exchange time of 2 þ þ 1 ¼ n steps which is very close to the best possible value of n À 1. Note that all PDN links will carry the same number of messages in this algorithm; hence, message traffic is balanced. Note also that this result is not inconsistent with the -step emulation of K n , proven in Theorem 2, as that result was based on an all-port communication model for both networks.
Algorithm 6: Shift permutation in a PDN-In a shift permutation, each node x sends a message to node x þ c, where c is a constant. When c ¼ AEs i for some i, shift permutation can be performed in one step with no conflict. In all other cases, two steps are needed, with all intermediate nodes x þ s i , and thus the links used, being distinct. Actually, a more general form of shift permutation in which the shift amount is þc for some nodes and Àc for some others can be performed in the same number of steps, given that the forwardmoving and backward-moving messages do not interfere with each other. Many other common permutation routing problems can be solved by a sequence of (generalized) shift steps using Algorithm 6. The easiest way to develop the requisite algorithms is via emulating a hypercube. Consider for example the bit-reversal permutation among the subset 0 through 2 blog 2 nc À 1 of nodes in a PDN. The hypercube algorithm can be emulated via log 2 n shift steps in which the shift amounts are AE1; AE2; . . . ; AE2 blog 2 ncÀ1 . Similar algorithms can be devised for permutations corresponding to string reversal and matrix transposition.
We conclude this section by elaborating on collective communication in multidimensional PDNs. We describe the process for H 2 , where H is a PDN, but generalization to H q or an arbitrary qD PDN is straightforward. Optimal broadcasting in H 2 follows from properties of product networks [3] : First broadcast in the row network and then in the column network, or vice versa, taking a total of four steps. All-to-all broadcasting is done by first performing all-to-all broadcasting in the row network, say, and then performing n all-to-all broadcasts in the column networks, leading to ðn þ 1Þ 2 transmission steps. Total overlap between row broadcasts and column broadcasts is possible with a slightly more sophisticated algorithm, leading to n 2 steps. For complete exchange, each node sends all of its messages for nodes in one column to the destination column's node in the same row. So, we need 2n 2 steps, or fewer with overlaps.
ROBUSTNESS PROPERTIES
Any computer system utilizing a large number of nodes and links must be robust if the failure of a very small subset of the many components is not to lead to total system crash. It is typical in robustness studies for interconnection networks to try to answer some or all of the following questions (posed in terms of the graph representing the interconnection pattern):
1. How many vertices can be removed without losing connectivity? 2. How many edges can be removed without losing connectivity? 3. How many vertex or edge-disjoint (shortest) paths exist between two nodes? 4. How is the network diameter affected if we remove some vertices? Due to their mathematical construction and complete symmetry, PDNs offer some advantages in terms of robustness or fault tolerance over other networks of similar cost.
We begin by considering the effects of removing a single edge from a PDN. Does this action increase the shortest distance between any pair of nodes in the PDN? Unfortunately, it does. Note that whenever the shortest distance between a pair of nodes is 2, there are two edge-disjoint shortest paths so that the removal of a single edge never increases the length of the shortest path. When the two nodes are directly connected, however, removal of the edge connecting them may increase the length of the shortest path between these nodes and, thus, the network diameter, to 3. This is because the destination node must now be reached via one of its neighbors which could be two hops away from the source node. This increase may not be a serious problem. However, guaranteed good communication performance in the presence of a small number of failures is highly desirable. The failure of a single link is certainly such a scenario. Note that the root of the problem above is the inclusion of 0 in the PDS. This motivates us to introduce the following: Proof. This property is a direct consequence of there being at least two edge and node-disjoint paths of length 2 between any two nodes, including those that are directly linked. t u
Thus, for single node or link failures, a 0-free PDN provides a stronger fault tolerance guarantee than an ordinary PDN whose diameter may increase to 3. Note that a 0-free PDN that is based on a canonical 0-free PDS is still a chordal ring, with nodes appearing on the ring in numerical order. The 0-free version of the PDN based on the PDS f0; 1; 3g is shown in Fig. 5 . For this example, the new version turns into the complete graph K 7 , but generally, the node degree increases from 2 to 2 þ 2, which is still Oðn 1=2 Þ. As a network grows in size, the probability of multiple failures may no longer be negligible. It is, therefore, important to study the effects of multiple node failures on the topological parameters and performance of a PDN. Tolerance to multiple edge failures is also required in practice, but we do not deal with this problem here except by noting that the effects of f edge failures are always less severe than those of f node failures. A measure of fault tolerance in the presence of multiple node failures is captured in the following definition:
Definition 5. Fault diameter [11] -The fault diameter of a network of connectivity c is the largest possible diameter of a network that would result after c À 1 or fewer nodes fail (or are otherwise removed). The constraint of at most c À 1 node failures is imposed to ensure that all healthy nodes of the network remain connected in the worst case despite the node failures.
As the number of faulty nodes increases, guaranteeing no change in the diameter of PDNs may be no longer possible. However, if paths of length 3 or 4 are acceptable, then robustness is significantly improved. Each node has 2 neighbors, so there are potentially up to 2 node-disjoint paths of length 3 from that node to a desired destination node. Even more paths of length 4 exist, which increases the likelihood of finding close to the maximum number of node or edge-disjoint paths of length 4 or less. Intuitively, this is seen by noting that the path can be established in two stages: from the source to an arbitrary intermediate node in 1-2 steps and from that node to the destination in 1-2 steps (Fig. 6) . These ideas are formalized in the following: Proof. Given that the connectivity of a network is no greater than its minimum node degree, we prove the desired upper bound on fault diameter assuming 2 À 1 or fewer node faults. Consider arbitrary nodes x and y in a PDN with f faulty nodes. Let i neighbors of x and j neighbors of y be faulty, where i þ j f 2 À 1. This means that x and y have 2 À i and 2 À j fault-free neighbors, respectively (Fig. 7) . We can assume that these fault-free neighbors are distinct, for if a node belongs to both sets, there exists a path of length 2 between x and y, and nothing further needs to be proven. In the fault-free PDN, every one of the remaining 2 À nodes could be reached from x in two steps. With the i assumed faults among neighbors of x, at least ð2 À iÞ=2 À ðf À i À jÞ distinct fault-free nodes within the oval-shaped region in Fig. 7 can be reached from x in two steps via its 2 À i fault-free neighbors. This is because one of the two nodes x þ s a À s b and x À s a þ s b is distinct from all others as we vary a and b. Similarly, at least ð2 À iÞ=2 À ðf À i À jÞ distinct fault-free nodes in the middle region of Fig. 8 can be reached in two steps from y. If we show that the preceding two sets have a common member, then the conclusion that the fault diameter is no greater than 4 will be immediate. The latter is accomplished by contradiction. Assume that the two postulated sets of neighbors have no node in common. Then, the union of the two sets has
members. Based on the assumption f 2 À 1, we can derive a lower bound for m by substituting the maximum possible value of 2 À 1 for f in the last expression, leading to
If < 4, the last term just listed is positive and the contradiction m ! 2 À 3 À 1 is obvious. For ! 4, we again substitute the maximum possible value of 2 À 1 Fig. 7 , this too is clearly a contradiction.
t u
It is known that, for D > 2, the fault diameter of a maximally resilient regular network whose connectivity is one less than its node degree is at least D þ 1, that is, one more than its diameter. Because we have not shown PDNs to be maximally resilient, in the sense of their fault diameter being 3, and the condition D > 2 is not satisfied by PDNs, known results about the fault diameter of highly resilient product networks [9] cannot be applied to multidimensional PDNs. It appears, however, that other combinatorial methods can be used to establish tight bounds on the fault diameter of such networks; this is being pursued by the authors.
One aspect of network robustness is its survivability, which requires lack of vulnerable spots along with ability to withstand limited failures or attacks [10] . Intuitively, lack of vulnerable spots is synonymous with "blandness" which means that careful study of the network will not reveal parts that are particularly attractive as targets of a malicious attack. An ability to withstand limited attacks, on the other hand, implies richness of connectivity so that disrupting certain nodes and/or links, via direct attacks or due to damage when nearby parts are destroyed, will not disconnect the network. PDNs are certainly both bland and richly connected.
Any PDN is obviously Hamiltonian. This is a desirable property for networks; in some cases, researchers go to great lengths to prove the Hamiltonicity of a newly proposed network or class of networks. In fact, usually many edge-disjoint Hamiltonian paths exist in a PDN, as stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 5. For each s i that is relatively prime with respect to n ¼ 2 þ þ 1, there is a distinct edge-disjoint Hamiltonian path in the PDN. In particular, when n is prime with respect to each s i in the PDS (e.g., n is a prime number), the maximum possible number of edge-disjoint Hamiltonian paths exist under the constraint of the node degree being 2.
Proof. When s i is relatively prime with respect to n, starting at any node x and traversing only s i links in the forward direction will eventually take us through all nodes and back to x. Thus, for each s i that is relatively prime to n, a separate edge-disjoint Hamiltonian path exists. t u
An implication of Theorem 5 is that when k of the PDS members are relatively prime with respect to n, the associated PDN remains Hamiltonian in the presence of up to k À 1 link failures. For example, the 133-node PDN based on the PDS f0; 1; 3; 12; 20; 34; 38; 81; 88; 94; 104; 109g remain Hamiltonian with up to 9 arbitrary link failures. Also, when several PDSs of the same order exist, the choice of using one or the other may be influenced by this property.
The bipartite PDN is also quite robust. Considering the network in Fig. 8 , with uniform nodes (not nodes and switches), we note that the network diameter is 3. The host nodes replacing the original switch nodes are denoted by primed indices. Each such primed node is directly connected to several unprimed nodes and any pair of unprimed nodes are connected by a shortest path of length no greater than 2. As an example, node 0 in Fig. 8 is not connected to node 2 0 by any path of length less than 3, but there are several paths of the latter kind: 0 1 0 1 2 0 ; 0 3 0 2 2 0 ; 0 0 0 6 2 0 . These paths are node and edge-disjoint. In general, there would be þ 1 such paths through all switches connected to the source node, given that the interswitch diameter is also 2.
NETWORK COMPARISONS
In this section, we endeavor to compare PDNs with interconnection networks that have been studied in the past or that can be derived by combining a number of known networks. Even though some of the examples to follow represent architectures that are comparable to PDNs in terms of topological parameters and performance, it is still the case that PDNs provide additional useful design points. For example, the number of nodes in a product network of the form G Â G is always a perfect square. Thus, the number 2 þ þ 1 of nodes in a PDN, which is roughly midway between 2 and ð þ 1Þ 2 , provides network sizes that would not be available in the aforementioned class of networks. Of course, the product of two networks of sizes and þ 1 supplies roughly the same number of nodes as a PDN. However, in the latter case, symmetry is sacrificed which may lead to uneven communication traffic and, ultimately, lower performance.
Alternative designs are valuable even if one cannot establish immediate advantages for them. Sometimes, the course of technological developments make certain alternatives more attractive than others. Examples include the surge in popularity of mesh and torus networks with the advent of very dense VLSI circuits, even though these architectures were at one time considered too inefficient, and the more recent attention to bus-based connection schemes with pipelined optical communication. Furthermore, the availability of multiple alternatives to a designer may allow a choice that better fits the application requirements. Example 1. The product network K Â K is an instance of the generalized hypercube [6] . It has 2 nodes of degree
, distance is 1 in the same row/column and 2 elsewhere. Bisection width is upper bounded by 3 =4. Routing is done as follows: If source and destination nodes are in the same row/column, then send in one step via the direct connection in the corresponding K . Otherwise, send in two step in one of two ways: first to the correct column, then to the correct row, or vice versa. There are two node and edge-disjoint shortest paths between any pair of nodes, except if they are in the same row/column. In the latter case, alternate paths of length 2 exist that can be used in the event of a link failure, the only exception being in the uninteresting case of ¼ 2. The preceding discussion shows that K Â K is quite comparable to PDNs in terms of topological parameters and performance.
Example 2. A bipartite version of the network defined in
Example 1 is depicted in Fig. 9 . The network has an interhost diameter of 4, host node degree of 2, and switch in and out-degree of . This is conceptually similar to meshes with row/column buses, which have been studied extensively [8] , [24] , [26] . This similarity is highlighted in Fig. 9 in which switches are labeled as belonging to "rows" or "columns." The positive property of this architecture is that nodes are very simple. If switches are replaced by buses, a very low-cost network results (albeit sacrificing performance, given that only one communication is allowed per bus in each step). With regard to topological and performance parameters, the network is quite similar to the bipartite form of PDN depicted in the example of Fig. 8 . Comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 8 , we note that the node degree has been reduced from þ 1 or (depending on whether we compare to the next larger or smaller PDN) to 2 at the expense of increasing the interhost diameter from 2 to 4. This may be worthwhile, particularly if single-port communication forces us to use one of the outgoing links of each host per step, regardless of the host node degree.
Example 3. Swapped networks [16] , [28] , [29] provide another mechanism for building interconnection structures for comparison with PDNs. Consider a swapped network which consists of copies of K , with node j of the ith copy connected to node i of the jth copy for every i and j, where i 6 ¼ j. This network has 2 nodes of degree ; every node ði; jÞ has À 1 intracluster links in its K cluster i and one intercluster link to node i in K cluster j. The network diameter is 3 because node ði 0 ; j 0 Þ is reachable from ði; jÞ in at most three steps: ði; jÞ to ði; i 0 Þ in the source cluster, to ði 0 ; iÞ via an intercluster link, and finally to ði 0 ; j 0 Þ in the destination cluster. The bisection width of this network is upper bounded by 2 =4 (collapsing the clusters produces a K network) and is thus considerably smaller than that of a similar size PDN. Routing, broadcasting, or completeexchange algorithms are quite simple for this network but under heavy traffic conditions, the communication performance is likely to be lower than that of a PDN due to the smaller bisection. Table 2 provides a summary comparison between PDNs (both basic and bipartite versions) and the three example networks just discussed. Note that the picture provided by Table 2 is incomplete with regard to the two bipartite networks in that the switches are ignored in determining the number of nodes and node degree.
Many other examples can be constructed for comparison with PDNs. We plan to perform more comparisons in the course of future research. However, it must be noted that general or application-independent comparison of interconnection networks is always difficult and inherently limited in usefulness [14] . Comparing topological parameters and performance in certain general communication problems is only a starting point. Unanticipated differences may be observed when specific applications, with their peculiar communication requirements, are dealt with. The point above further highlights the benefits of greater variety of choices for the designers of parallel and distributed computer systems.
CONCLUSION
Perfect difference networks constitute a class of robust, high-performance interconnection networks for parallel and distributed computation. Whereas PDNs may not be desirable for large networks with wired connectivity, they do offer attractive alternatives for wireless and optical interconnections and as smaller component networks in hierarchical architectures.
In this paper, we have studied the complexity and scalability aspects of PDNs and compared them to interconnection networks with similar cost/performance, including certain generalized hypercubes and their hierarchical variants. We also presented various routing algorithms for PDNs and demonstrated, via a general emulation result, that algorithms developed for a complete network can be emulated with optimal slowdown on a PDN of the same size. Although other interconnection networks with topological and performance parameters similar to PDNs exist, we Although PDNs are interesting and important as asymptotically optimal diameter-2 interconnection networks, it is much more likely that hybrid or composite networks, involving PDNs as component structures, prove useful for practical applications. Here, we have dealt with multidimensional PDNs, and swapped networks based on PDNs, as specific examples of such networks, but many other hybrid or composite structures are possible.
In the area of robustness and fault tolerance, results thus far are encouraging. The rich connectivity of PDNs makes it possible to circumvent faulty nodes and links with little or no increase in routing distance and with negligible performance impact. In particular, we proved that PDNs remain Hamiltonian in the presence of many link faults and that their fault diameter is no greater than 4. PDNs offer many of the same robustness features of Cayley graphs that have recently become the focus of renewed attention [27] . Open problems for PDNs in this area include the determination of fault diameter for 0-free PDNs and other parameters quantifying the robustness of PDNs in general.
In a companion paper [19] , we have noted possible extensions to the notion of perfect difference sets, for example, by allowing sums as well as differences to be used to reach other nodes in 2 or other suitably small number of steps. These variations have implications to the problems of routing and to robustness properties of the resulting networks. We plan to study these variations and the resulting interconnection networks in the immediate future.
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